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Abstract.

Investigations are described on an abandoned tailing pond of a former experimental
metallurgical plant which operated during the period 1945 - 1950. The aim of tese
investigations was to explore adiological hazards arising from the tailing pond for the
population and to obtain data or decision making on redeployment or dumping of the pond..
Methods used, results obtained and (Conclusions drawn are outlined.

1. Introduction

The tailing pond of a former experimental metallurgical plant (HPVIF) was exploited during
2the years of 1945-1950. It was abandoned in 1963, covering a area of 4 thousand m

Today, the tailing pond appears to having been arranged within the city limit. Therefore tere
was an acute need to estimate the rdiation hazard of the tailing pond for the population and,
depending on the outcome of the estimation, to make a decision on decreasing or liquidating
the hazard. Activities with respect to examining the radiation hazard of the tailing pond were
executed under a specially designed programme. These activates included:

- Gamma-screening of the urface of the tailing pond to scale '_ 0 I 00 rn

(Figures I and 2;

- Magnetic observation on ;I grid of x2 m by the magnetorreter M-27 (Figure 3);

- Alpha-screening (two crossed profiles along the axes of a body) at a height of I m by
the radiometer MCS-O 1, with steps of IO m each (Figures 4 and 5);

Gamma-ray logging by the rdiometer SRP-68-02 of eight ells at depths up to 10 m
drilled within steps of 20 m on a profile along a lengthy axis of the tailing pond
(Figures I and 6;

Sampling of tails with a step of 2 m o a cut (sectional view) from wells for definition
of natural radionuclides igure 6;

digging of pit-holes of I t 3 m (11thologic, and gamma documentation);

Research on exhalation of radon from the surface of a storehouse/depot and from pt-
holes over time (Figure 7.

The detailed research is carried ot with the purpose of data retrieval for redeployment of the
storehouse(depot), if such a solution would be found to be acceptable.

2. Outcome of the investigations.

The gamma-screening showed the presence of nomalies ocupying two-thirds of the surface with
an exposure-rate of 30-50 mR/h and maximum ratings of 100-420 ,,nR/h. This is explained by the
poor retention power of the layer igure 2 not ensuring reliable shielding of a gamma-radiation.
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Screenina of the magnetic field (vertical component of magnetic density -Z, Figure 3 indicates
dumping of bulky metallic objects. At background values of alpha-activity, anomalies were

found within the limits of abnormal fields of a gamma-activity (Figure 5) with intensities higher by a
factor of - connected with the presence of a radon in air. Behind the perimeter of the
storehouse/depot these alues (Figure. 1) reach 400-1100 MEV/I (less than 1300 MEV/1, the
perm ssible concentration for category B). Within the limits of the storehouse/depot, specially near
to pit-holes. such alues reach 5400-23500 MEV/1. The gamma-ray logging of wells revealed a
non-um rm dstribution of radium on a cut (Figure 6 the maximum gamma rate ranging from
4000-5500 mR/h to 8000-12000 mR/h occurs for a layer of 02.5 m (spigot products), at 25-7 m it
is 500-600 to 2000 mR/h (oozes), at 710 in it is 3000-3500 mR/h (oozes). Accordingly, the
distribution of radium on a cut was determined as follows: at 25-10 m, up to t in equivalent unils
of equilibrium uranium, and at 25-10 m 0035-0.118 %. These data have allowed to determine the
mean content of radium for all the massif 400 thousand tons) of the storehouse/depot as 0. 16
equivalent uranium or 4 1 0-1 g1g.

The outcome of the laboratory analyses of soils selected in wells has confin-ned the zonal structure
of radioactive tails; the contents of thorium-232, potassium-40, radium 226 and the abnormal
radioactivity of assays. Air sampling from wells. with the subsequent laboratory analysis, showed

10-7 0.10-3a% ailabilltv of radon with a concentration of up to 3500 eman (3.55- Ku/] or I Bq/1 (Figute
1), the concentration of radon in air for a surface of the storehouse/depot being 0. 10.23 ernan
(0.41-0.85 Bql/L), i.e. exceeding the permissible concentration of 0037 Bq/1. Exhalation

2measurements of radon have deten-nined that the flow of a radon varies from 04 to 878 Bq/m sec,
2and in Zakopushka at a depth of 0.5 m, increases up to 116 Bq/m sec. At mean surface value -

13k,"m,-sec - the general release of radon thus compounded to 2- 1 0 I Bk/y or 57 Ku/y.

In our case it is necessary to allow for a high density of exhaust and arrangement of the
storehouse/depot within the city limit for sanitary reasons (protective belt). In this connection, the
reduced flow of a radon was estimated as being extremely high.

With the purpose of finding a level of suspected ascending exhalation at the dissecting
storehouse/depot and the influence of weather factors, exhalation in pit-holes at different depth
within 40 days was closely observed. Data obtained allowed to determine that the storehouse/depot
has poor conservation and definitely represents a danger to the inhabitants of the neighboring
houses.

3. General conclusions on the radiation condition of the tailing pond.

Up to and during the intensive research phase there was a problem with respect to redeployment of
the storehouse/depot in a safe manner. It was determined that under the condition that there was a
storehouse/depot, it introduced a definite danger of radiological contamination of the ambient terrain
and an increase of nternal doses, basically exposure of the population. This danger calls for
implementation of measures to reduce the entry of radon-222 from the surface of the
storehouse/depot. i.e. for conservation. In case of redeployment of the storehouse/depot there can be
the following factors of contamination of terrain:

the propagation and distribution of radon and its decay products increases;

the propagation and distribution of radium and its dsintegration products with dust around
the storehouse/depot and on the route of haul of tails increases.

On reasons of minimum contamination of terrain, the area of the developed storehouse/depot should
be no more than 24 thousand m2 (deten-nined by calculations). Results obtained under the pr oect
endorse the following possibilities of redeployment: cartage, railway transport, or a slurry pipeline.
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At a conference of specialists of the State Eterprise "Vostokredmet", the Sanitary Epidemiological
Service, the Mnistry of Nature Potection, and representatives of the local authorities and public

organizations, the solution of dumping of the tailing pond was accepted. For developing and
substantiating practical proposals, complex research work is being executed on different preserving
types of material, o efficiency of etention and minimization of diffusion of radon. Meral pitch,
concrete and clay is tested. The selection was halted on clay. First, the diffusion coefficient of
radon was deten-nined in laboratory conditions. In a tank model, a arrel of Im diameter was placed

with a layer of tails 30 cm) from a mass lobe of radium 4- 0 0 g/g and filled with loam (80 cm).

Glass tube samplers were placed at depths of 80, 60, 40 and 20 cm, through which emanation was
taken by the vacuum method. Wth an emanometer the concentration was etermined and the
diffusion coefficient D (Sm 2/ sec) was calculated. Results from laboratory experiments were
extended to constructions on the tiling. At three sections of I I m, with up-fill of' clay (I m,
1.5m and 25 m), exhalation of radon was measured in batches. The outcome of this research was as
follows.

For impeding the infiltration of radon to the surface it is necessary to create conditions so that its
diffusion lasts not less than 30 days (when radon is practically completely disintegrated). The power
of a layer of a padding filling is determined as 200 cm for an attenuation factor of 100. Data were
obtained whereby the ratio of exhalation attenuation was 330 for a compressed layer of I m, 1000
for a compressed layer of 1.5 m and 150 for a layer of 25 m. A layer of 200cm is advisable.

Is proposed that dumping of the tailing pond is subsequently pr 'ected and executed in the following
way:

- all the area of the storehouse/depot is filled-in by a layer of grit and rubble to a depth of 30 cm
to avoid access of gnawers to the body of the storehouse/depoi:-,

- all the area of the storehouse/depot is filled-in, at intervals, with clay and loam b hmidifying

and shaking; the bed depth is determined as 200 cm;

- control of the hidden storehouse/depot is maintained.

The investigations carried out have successfully allowed to elaborate the pr 'ect of dmping of theOj
inhibited tailing pond, to receive the co-ordination of the Ministry of Nature Protection and to

'de reference data wth respect to alpha and gamma radiati
provi I J ion exposure.
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